
 

 

WINE TOURISM PROGRAM 

     EFECTIVE AS      JANUARY – FEBRUARY 2023 

Welcome to the place where the language of bubles is spokenand the expertise in the 

elaboration of high quality sparkling wines is breathedat every step. 

 
ALL OUR TASTINGS INCLUDE A COMPLETE TOUR THROUGH OUR 

PRODUCTION AREA AND CELLAR 

 

 

DAYS AND VISITING HOURS 
Monday to Sunday: 9:30 | 11:30 | 15H. ADVANCE BOOKING REQUIRED 
by e-mail: info@bodegacruzat.com 
by whatsapp: +54 261 254 5171 

CRUZAT EXPERIENCE 

Enjoy visiting our winery and tasting 4 different sparkling wines (Premier and 
Cuvee lines) 

Duration: 1:30 hs. Cost per person: AR$ 43000 

MY OWN BOTTLE (YOU CAN DO YOURS) 

Imagine been part of the process of �illing and labeling a bottle, after tasting 
4 diferent sparkling wines (Premier and Cuvee lines) 

Duration: 1: 30 a 2 hs.  Cost per person: AR$ 7600  Monday to Friday 
 

CRUZAT FAMILY 
 

Share with the family an entertaining and educational tour where the children 
desing and Paint the label of the sparkling wine that Cruzat gives to their parents. 
Tasting of 4 different sparkling wines (Premier and Cuvee lines) Includes the bottle, 
every 2 adults. Snacks and juice for the kids. Extra bottle ($3000) 

 Duration: 1:30 hs          Cost per adult: AR$ 6100 

 

PREMIUM TASTING 

Visit our winery and taste our top sparkling wines, Single Vineyard Finca La 
Dama and Millesime 2017, total of 5 different sparkling wines so you can try 
our portfolio.  

Duration: 1:30 hs Cost per person: AR$ 7600 

 

PICNIC & RELAX 

Tour included. Enjoy our amaizing view to the Andes while you enjoy some deli 
and cheeses, a hot meat sándwich (ask for veggie), dessert and a bottle of a 
Premier sparkling every two people. Advance reservation 48hs 

               Cost per adult: AR$ 7900  Cost per child: AR$ 2700 
 

Monday to Sundays ask for availability. 

OUTDOORS ACTIVITY, (AVAILABLE FROM SEPTEMBER 21ST)


